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(R2) 13:45 DONCASTER,  7f 6y 

Follow Top Tipster Templegate At Sun Racing Handicap (Div 2) (Class 5) (3YO

plus) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (10) 009066 ROARING FORTIES (IRE) 26 D 
b g Invincible Spirit - Growling

5 10 - 1p Lewis Edmunds (3)
Rebecca Bastiman

71

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red stars, sleeves and stars on cap
Timeform says: Runnner-up here in March, but badly out of sorts since and hard to fancy
despite sliding mark.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

2 (9) 058518 DASHEEN 12 D 
b g Bahamian Bounty - Caribbean Dancer

5 10 - 1p Gemma Tutty (3)
Mrs K J Tutty

71

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow hoop, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow spots
Timeform says: Improved on recent efforts to win 11-runner handicap at Beverley last month
before underlining his consistency with a tame effort at Carlisle. Others more appealing.

 (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

3 (5) 040456 PURSUING STEED 16 CD 
b g Pastoral Pursuits - Emma Peel

4 9 - 12b1 R Havlin
H Morrison

68

Jockey Colours: Pink, dark blue stars, pink cap
Timeform says: C&D winner who hasn't really fired so far this season but represents an in-
form yard with blinkers on for the first-time having slipped in the weights, so reasons to think
he can mount a revival.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

4 (7) 243236 MUSHARRIF 18 D BF 
b g Arcano - Cefira

6 9 - 12 Ger O'Neill (5)
D Carroll

68

Jockey Colours: White, red spots on sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Holding his form without getting his head in front of late and showed first
signs that a busy spell might be catching up with him when only mid-field at Beverley last
time. Trip is a complete unknown.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

5 (8) 65/0750- TUKHOOM (IRE) 378 
b g Acclamation - Carioca

5 9 - 11 P Makin
M Herrington

67

Jockey Colours: Aquamarine, yellow cap
Timeform says: Looked one to follow when making a winning reappearance in Goodwood
maiden winner for Marcus Tregoning last term. However, hasn't progressed in handicaps and
left with plenty to prove now.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

6 (2) 331889 MUNTHANY (USA) 17 D 
b g Raven's Pass - Safarjal

4 9 - 7b1 Jamie Gormley (3)
T D Easterby

63

Jockey Colours: Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Winner at Wetherby in June who has quickly gone off the boil subsequently,
again failing to see his race out at Redcar last time. Needs blinkers to turn him round.
(Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

7 (3) 616046 ABUSHAMAH (IRE) 17 D 
b g Nayef - Adaala

7 9 - 6b1 J Garritty
Mrs R Carr

62

Jockey Colours: Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap
Timeform says: Was a little disappointing at Redcar last time, but blinkers could perk him up
and he's back to his last winning mark, so not one to dismiss readily.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 
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8 (1) 33-7502 ALBA DEL SOLE (IRE) 14 
b f Dandy Man - Winterwell

3 9 - 4p Ryan Tate
Ivan Furtado

65

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, black chevron, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Aided by first-time cheekpieces when second (clear of rest) in handicap
over 6f here a fortnight ago and looks sure to go close again following 3 lb rise if headgear
has same effect.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

9 (6) 223363 GHOST 15 
gr f Footstepsinthesand - Actionplatinum

3 8 - 13h D C Costello
J J Quinn

60

Jockey Colours: White, orange chevrons and armlets
Timeform says: Posted one of her better efforts when third at Thirsk earlier in the month, but
she's fully exposed and not the most consistent, so not certain to build on it.  (Forecast
12.00)

Notes: 

10 (4) 07-6002 SUNSTORM 9 
ch c Medicean - Crimson Cloud

3 8 - 10p1 Aaron Jones (3)
D H Brown

57

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, dark blue hoops, emerald green sleeves, dark blue stars, check cap
Timeform says: Returned to form back up in trip when runner-up at Yarmouth last time and
remains on a handy mark if able to back that up in first-time cheekpieces.  (Forecast
10.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: PURSUING STEED is dropping in grade here and, while he's yet to hit top form
this season, there are reasons to think he can bounce back today, blinkered first time for a stable that's
been amongst the winners, so he gets the nod in a tricky affair. Alba Del Sole is an obvious danger if in
the same form as last time and Abushamah shouldn't be ignored having dropped to his last winning
mark.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: PURSUING STEED (3) 
2: ALBA DEL SOLE (8) 
3: ABUSHAMAH (7)


